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Abstract

Urban planning in many parts of the world reflects an increasing gap between current approaches and growing problems of poverty, inequality, informality, rapid urbanisation and spatial fragmentation, particularly (but not only) in cities of the global South. Given past dominance of the global North in shaping planning theory and practice, this article argues that a perspective from the global South can be useful in unsettling taken-for-granted assumptions about how planning addresses these issues. The article takes a first step in this direction by proposing a ‘clash of rationalities’, between techno-managerial and marketised systems of government administration, service provision and planning (in those parts of the world where these apply) and increasingly marginalised urban populations surviving largely under conditions of informality. It draws together theoretical resources beyond the boundaries of conventional planning theory to understand the nature of this conflict, and the nature of the ‘interface’ between those involved, where unpredictable encounter and contestation also open the possibility for exploring alternative approaches to planning.
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ABSTRACT

This work looks at aspects of urban development in post-apartheid South Africa. It
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A critical reflection on urban spatial planning practices and outcomes in Post-Apartheid South Africa

The spatial planning and policy framework and associated implementing tools in South Africa have undergone fundamental changes since the onset of the democratic era in 1994. The effectiveness and influence of... D. J. du Plessis in Urban Forum (2014)
A Critical Reflection on Urban Spatial Planning Practices and Outcomes in Post-Apartheid South Africa

D. J. du Plessis

Published online: 27 July 2013
© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2013

Abstract The spatial planning and policy framework and associated implementing tools in South Africa have undergone fundamental changes since the onset of the democratic era in 1994. The effectiveness and influence of urban spatial planning on restructuring South African cities are however increasingly being questioned and there remains a surprising paucity of empirical evidence to evaluate the impact of these plans. Seven key challenges are identified as impacting on the effectiveness of urban spatial planning in the democratic era. The responses to these challenges as reflected by the urban spatial plans of a cross-section of cities indicate moderate levels of progress with improving the horizontal and vertical alignment of spatial planning processes and with the integration of sustainability principles into spatial planning. Some limited improvement was noted with the understanding of the urban space economy and the alignment of infrastructure development and capital investment with spatial planning. However, very little progress is evident with the principle of physical and social economic integration of cities, considering the informal sector in mainstream spatial planning processes, and with the use of appropriate indicators and quantified targets to monitor the implementation and impact of spatial plans. The application of innovative spatial and statistical techniques will not only greatly enhance the understanding of these issues, but will also provide the basis for formulating appropriate and robust indicators and targets to monitor the impact of spatial plans.
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1. Municipal Operating Costs and Revenues in Future Developments as a Function of Urban Planning Variables.
   - The assessment of a future urban area's economic sustainability is more valuable if it is available in the early stages of the planning process, when the characteristics of the urban pattern are...
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Quantifying the spatial implications of future land use policies in South Africa

A Le Roux - PLoS Geography, 2017 - Taylor & Francis

Abstract: Land use policies have a definite and lasting impact on the way that cities grow; however, it is difficult for policy and decision-makers to observe and quantify the implications of their land use policies and strategies. There is thus a need for information and tools that can adequately support policy debates and influence decision-making through scientific evidence. Land use change models provide such a tool and have often been applied and tested in developed countries but lack the ability to simulate many of the multifaceted social and environmental aspects of land use change. This study aims to fill this gap by developing a spatial decision support system for land use change that can be used to assess the impacts of alternative land use policies. The system is based on a set of land use change models that are calibrated and validated with data from the Gauteng Province of South Africa.
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